








Complexity Science is an approach to Science that is expected to
define the scientific agenda for the 21st century.

It is a new paradigm in scientific thinking.

Scientific era started with a Mechanistic view of reality. Rene’
Descartes and Sir Isaac Newtown (clockwork universe) were the
first scientists who set the ground for such a view.

This Paradigm has at least three principles: reductionism, linearity
and hierarchy.



Reductionism assumes that the whole system can be understood by identifying,
describing and analyzing all its constituent parts.

Unlock the clock please!!!



A linear system has two features:
Proportionality (the output changes in proportion to the input and
there is a straight-line relationship between them);

Superposition (the effects of combined action of different inputs
can be figured out and predicted by dissecting the input-output
relationships of the individual components. The components of a
linear system literary “add-up”).

Hierarchy suggests a situation with central control or source of
power.



The mechanistic view has also been the main stream of thinking in
social and (Population) health sciences.

Max Weber (social research (positivism)) and Karl Marx (class
struggle).

Risk factor epidemiology still remains as a predominant paradigm.

Durkheim's hypothesis that suicides are a product of social
influence. Linear and reductionist interaction between individual
and moral community.

Black report; there is a stepwise relationship between social class
and mortality from NCDs (social gradient in health). There are
three pathways: (a) low income and its material consequences, (b)
‘cultural-behavioral’ explanation (c) social selection. (linearity,
hierarchy and reductionism).



Recent theories of health inequality:
1) The psychosocial theory: (stress due to low social status).
2) New-materialist theory:(narrower income inequality, country) 
3) Life course theory (epidemiology)

Health systems (prioritization, classification and policy making) 



Most of the systems in the world consists of semi-autonomous sub-
systems that interact locally with each other and function as an
integrated whole without a central administrator, giving rise to
complex behaviors.

Take a cell for example; it has several sub-systems like mitochondria,
membrane, nucleus. There are no hierarchical power/control
relationship, rare linear relationships can be found, they act in a
shared context. (How about health and health systems?)

The whole is more than the sum of its (reductionist) parts.



Or take termite/ants colonies for another instance;
There is no hierarchy (leadership) in these colonies. How simply
chemical matters (pheromones) can travel from Queen to outer
layer of insects when they are threatened? They have been living
for more than 500 million years on earth. They are complex
systems (no linearity, no reductionism and no hierarchy).



Take food industry as another example. How foods are distributed
across a country? How price is set up? Who plays the major role
here? How much a farmer’s production in a far rural setting plays
a role in food market? How drought in north America in 2012 can
affect the lives of people living in a country like Iran?



Take markets as our last example:
There are multi-agents playing role in a market. No one
determine the price. Every one plays in a context (or among
contexts that other agents generate). There is no real balance
there. They are always changing and slip through researchers’
fingers to be completely understood.



For such systems there is no room for mechanistic view. It just does
not make sense.

Einstein once said; everything should be made as simple as possible
but not simpler.

Complexity view (science) can be an alternative.

The origins of complexity science can be traced back to the systems
theory that was developed by von Bertalanffy in 1920s. He noted
that biological systems are ‘open’ (environment).

Cybernetics: autonomy and apparent stability of systems by means
of simpler circular coupling of events through positive and negative
feedback loops. Environment perturbation in system is
compensated by the negative feedback loops and the system
maintains a “preferred state of affairs” (a plant).





Complexity science integrates some of the ideas in Systems
Theory and Cybernetics (and also other branches).





Could every system be called a complex system? Is planet earth a 
complex system? 

What kind of characteristics does a complex system have?

What deviates a complexity science from mechanistic science?  



Complexity is the study of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS).

‘A collection of individual agents with freedom to act in ways
that are not always totally predictable, and whose actions are
interconnected so that one agent’s actions changes the context
for other agents’.

Examples: cells, brain, immune system, financial markets,
ecosystems, human populations ….health and health systems.

Such complex systems can exist on a number of different levels
from the subatomic through to the individual level, the
population level and beyond (is not this a hierarchy?).



They are complex in the sense that richness of interaction
among agents allows the system as a whole to undergo self-
organization.

Also, they involve non-linearity and feedback loops in which
small changes can have striking effects that can not be
understood simply by analyzing individual components
(unpredictability).

They do not just passively respond to events, but they
reorganize themselves into a new equilibrium in response to
events. There is no static equilibrium but adaptive equilibrium
(Adaptation). Dynamicity comes from this stamina.



If not adaptive             collapse (free fall) and extinction!

Some systems go down near to collapse but then out of chaos a 
(relatively) new system emerges.  New emergent forms of self-
organization arise from ‘the edge of chaos’.

The new forms of organization that may arise are often
unpredictable because small changes in the initial conditions may
produce large changes in the final equilibrium state that is
achieved.



However, although the details may be unpredictable, the general
shape of the new forms of organization may be relatively
predictable and simple.

This illustrates another key feature of the complexity theory that
what appears chaotic and unpredictable at one level (usually
lower) level may be relatively simple and stable at another
(usually higher) level (simplicity).

.





These five concepts self-organization, adaptation, upheavals
at the edge of chaos (emergence), the unpredictability of the
effects of small changes in the initial conditions, and the
existence of simplicity at some levels while ‘chaos’ exists at
others are from the fundamental concepts of complexity.



There are some other characteristics for a complex system that are
worth to mention:

The boundary between CAS and environment is indistinct and
fuzzy and they overlap. The margins also change constantly (i.e.
they are dynamic).

CAS also have a multi-level hierarchical set of inter-relations,
rather than a hierarchical model of control. Thus pathways of
control flow from multiple agents and change with time.

Agents’ actions are based on internalized rules. At a human level
these rules can be instinct, mentality and ethical imperatives.





What does complexity science have to do with health,
population health?

Health (human being) can be seen as a complex adaptive
system. It starts from genes and reaches the community and
society.

The sub, semi-autonomous systems that inter-connect to shape
a person’s health are as follows:
Genes, individualistic features (mentality), family, community
and society.

No one can predict exactly how healthy a person will be in near
future but an overall pattern can be determined.



Population health (public health view):

A population is not just a collection of individuals; rather, each
population has its own history, culture, and socioeconomic
structures, which survive despite massive global economic
change while at the same time being affected and shaped by
such change.

Health of a population can be viewed as a complex adaptive
system. The patterns of population health outcomes are an
emergent property of the system.

They arise from a web of causation that result from interactions
among dynamic sets of inter-connected systems.



The interconnecting systems include the political system (ideology,
governance), physical environmental factors (pollution, geography,
transport), social environment (social stratification, work
environment, social capital) and biological system (genetic
predisposition, herd immunity) interacting with each other in a
dynamic non-linear fashion.

This list of systems that influence population health is not exhaustive
and will vary according to the context. The manner in which they
interact with each other resulting in certain dynamic patterns of
population health is less well known.

The context matters immensely.



There are some new theories in public health that try fit in
complexity science.

Eco-social theory (Nancy Krieger):
a) Embodiment: how we incorporate socio-physical environment

exposures, susceptibilities and resistance into our biological
body. Body is an open system.

b) Pathways of embodiment: social arrangement of power and
resources.

c) Cumulative: interplay between exposure, susceptibility and
resistance.

d) accountability and agency.

Example: a woman who has HIV and has special social experiences.





There are some methods that help us to make a complex system 
(world) understandable.

System Dynamics (SD) and Agent-Based Models (ABM) are 
among the most useful methods. 

to be continued…






